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Final Word Jumble
Use all the circled letters in the previous word jumbles to find the answer to the
Final Word Jumble.
Circled Letters
HINT: What is the best option for bringing
home a new pet?

The best way is to

ANIMAL WELL-BEING Crossword
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Velvet
the Connemara pony
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Velvet was pregnant when she came to the Ontario
SPCA and Humane Socoety when her previous owner
could no longer provide the care she needed. After a
few months in a foster stable, Velvet found her forever
family and gave birth to her black filly, Chantilly Lace, in
the loving care of her new home! Velvet now works as a
member of an equine assisted therapy team.
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ACROSS
4. A veterinarian is called this for short
5. Every pet needs a tag on their ______
7. Some dog breeds are fine in cold weather
as long as they have this
8. A baby cat is called a _______
11. Pets need this to stay healthy
13. To reward good behavior, you can give
your pet this
14. A piece of headgear consisting of buckles
and straps a horse wears

DOWN
1.

Dogs often like balls that make
this sound

2. It is important to keep your cat’s
________ box clean
3. Animals like to curl up on this when
they sleep
6. Velvet is this kind of pony
9. When you go for a walk, your dog
should be on a ________
10. To help your pet stay well-groomed,
you will need this tool

WORD JUMBLE

12. Your pet’s _______ bowl should
always have a fresh supply of this

Unscramble this Jumble, one letter to each
square, to form an animal welfare word.

PYNO

Bear

the Tabby cat

At three weeks old, Bear was found alone in a homeowner’s
garage. With no mother or other kitten siblings in sight, the
homeowners brought him to the Ontario SPCA Muskoka
Animal Centre.
Shortly after arriving at the animal centre, Bear was taken in
by a foster family that eventually became his forever home!
Bear now helps other cats and kittens fostered by his owner,
Kirstin, taking on the role of “Foster Father” and helping
rehabilitate some of the more frightened felines.

WORD JUMBLE
Unscramble this Jumble, one letter to each
square, to form an animal word.

TRITLE

Judy

the black Shepherd
Labrador mix

At just three weeks old, Judy and her family were
part of a very special journey. The Ontario SPCA and
Humane Society was invited by a remote Northern
community to assist in transporting dogs to find
new homes. At the Ontario SPCA, Judy and her six
siblings were put in the loving care of a temporary
foster home to be nurtured until old enough to be
adopted. Judy and her brothers and sisters were
all adopted and are very happy in their new forever
homes.

FILL IN THE BLANK
Judy is getting ready for a walk.
What two important accessories is she missing?
Connect the dots to see.

&

Rocky

the Labrador/
Great Dane mix

When Rocky was rescued by the Ontario SPCA and Humane
Society, he was close to death from severe abuse and
neglect. Rocky was even featured on CMT’s ER Vets where
they followed his rescue & rehab. Rocky made a full recovery,
and he now lives happy as can be in his new forever home.

WORD JUMBLE
Unscramble this Jumble, one letter to
each square, to form an animal word.

OGD USHOE

Maddison
the yellow Labrador

WORD JUMBLE
Unscramble this Jumble, one
letter to each square, to form an
animal word.

Maddison, a yellow lab, was found living in an
abandoned barn, suffering from bullet wounds
and struggling to feed herself and her seven
puppies.
Thanks to supporters like you, Maddison and
her puppies all found new forever homes.
Maddison loves spending time with her owner
Christina, and has a strong sense of style when
it comes to accessories like her bandana and
sunglasses!
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